THE LAST TIME BILLY
BARR ORDERED A
POLITICIZED
INVESTIGATION, DOJ
ALTERED DOCUMENTS
FOR PUBLIC
CONSUMPTION
It is a fact that someone (or someones) who were
part of the Jeffrey Jensen review of the Mike
Flynn prosecution altered documents for public
consumption. That is not speculation. It is not
hyperbole. It is a fact, one that other outlets
had better start replicating and enhancing if
they want to prevent Barr’s green light on
investigations into election irregularities,
announced last night, from doing the same.
At a minimum, DOJ removed protective order
footers from a set of documents shared with
Sidney Powell on September 23, in advance of the
first debate.
The altered January 5, 2017 Strzok notes,
altered to suggest a January 5, 2017 meeting
might have happened on January 4, 2017, without
the footer:

The realtered January 5, 2017 Strzok notes, with
the footer:

The second set of Strzok notes (originally
altered to read March 28), without the footer:

The second set of Strzok notes, with the footer.

The altered McCabe notes, altered to include a
date, with the footer redacted out:

The realtered McCabe notes, with the footer
unredacted:

The two other documents released that day, a
newly repackaged set of Page-Strzok texts (with
newly released personal information that
constitutes a new violation of the Privacy Act)
that DOJ now claims not to have had a purpose to
release and a set of FBI analyst texts the
identities of which DOJ seems very concerned
about hiding, also lacked protective order
footnotes.

The three documents (above) subsequently
released with the protective order replaced all
had dates added to the initially altered
document, a misleading date in at least the case
of Peter Strzok’s January 5, 2017 notes and
misleading redactions used to suggest something
false about the date added to the McCabe notes.
DOJ claims those added dates were inadvertent,
but the fact they happened with documents that
had otherwise been altered (and on a document,
the Strzok January 5, 2017 notes, that had
already been released once without the date)
makes that claim highly unlikely. When
prosecutor Jocelyn Ballantine submitted a filing
admitting that the dates had been altered, she
falsely claimed that Strzok and McCabe’s lawyers
had confirmed nothing else was altered.
There are several other problems with the
altered set of Andrew McCabe notes (including
that notes about prep for the Global Threats
Hearing got released with no declassification
stamp), problems that merit more attention from
experts.
But those aren’t the only pieces of evidence
that the Jeffrey Jensen investigation evolved
from inventing an excuse to blow up the Flynn
prosecution into an opportunity to set up
campaign attacks for the President. Pro-Trump
FBI Agent Bill Barnett gave an interview that
was materially inconsistent with his actions
during the Flynn investigation (and that claimed
to be unaware of key pieces of evidence against
Flynn). When DOJ released it, they redacted it
in such a way as to hide complimentary comments
from Barnett about Brandon Van Grack that would
have completely undermined DOJ’s claimed reasons
to throw out Flynn’s prosecution.
There are more signs of irregularities with this
“investigation.” But this list by itself proves
that DOJ, in an investigation personally ordered
up by Billy Barr, used the “investigation” to
package up propaganda to help Donald Trump. The
package even seems to have served to tee up an
attack Trump made on Joe Biden in the first

debate.
As noted, last night Barr authorized what had
previously been forbidden for over forty years,
DOJ’s conduct of investigations into claims of
irregularities ginned up by the very same
lawyers — Sidney Powell and Rudy Giuliani — who
invented the complaints about the Flynn
prosecution. One of Barr’s investigations has
already altered official documents to sustain
false claims. That means there’s reason to
believe he would do it again, to serve the same
cause. Indeed, Trump’s election loss gives
Barr’s a greater incentive to repeat the
process, to ensure he is not replaced by someone
who would treat these alterations as a crime.
A Bill Barr politicized investigation altered
documents to serve propaganda in the past. We
should assume it will happen again.

